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modern buildings, creating daring
and unusual contrasts. Its main
attractions are concentrated in
the metropolitan area, particularly
Monterrey was founded in 1596
by Diego de Montemayor with the in the Macroplaza and its surroundings. This area boasts civil
name of the Metropolitan City of
our Lady of Monterrey, in honour and religious buildings, as well as
of Gaspar de Zúñiga y Acevedo, a variety of interesting museums,
the count of Monterrey and vice- that bear witness to four centuries
roy of New Spain at the time. The of history.
city then became the capital of
Its industrial nature, together with
the New Kingdom of León.
the fact that it is a border state,
have made Monterrey a wonderMonterrey is the result of a long
The city has beautiful surroundful shopping centre, as well as a
ings, meaning that the state pro- history of progress and work,
major business centre, since it
particularly from the end of the
vides several opportunities for
has modern, functional malls, and
19th century onwards, when it
ecotourism and adventure tourspearheaded the country's devel- hotels equipped with conference
ism. Grottoes, cascades, dams,
halls. It is also the site of the largcanyons, mountains and fascinat- opment.
est business and convention cening villages are just some of the
tre in Latin America.
This cosmopolitan city has comattractions that visitors will disbined colonial architecture with
The thriving, industrious sultana
of the north, as Monterrey, the
capital of the state of Monterrey,
is fondly known, is a modern city
with an intricate urban lay-out,
characteristic of today's metropolises, with numerous attractions.
Culture, history and entertainment are harmoniously blended
in the shadow of the imposing
Cerro de la Silla, the city's distinctive symbol.

cover in the outskirts of Monterrey.

Monterrey is located in México's northeast desert area at the edge of the Sierra Madre Oriental mountain
range at an altitude of approx. 3000 ft. The city of Monterrey possesses a slightly radical climate, with quick
changes in the weather possible at any time, summer or winter. The evenings can get downright cold in the
winter and summers in Monterrey are usually very hot. Afternoon rains come during the summer months,
mainly late June to September. Normally the rain lasts for only a few hours after which the sun comes out and
the air is much cleaner. November to June are, most often, the driest months.
The Fundidora Park has been
chosen as the site of the Universal Forum of Cultures. Located in
what was once an old steel industry area, the first such in Latin
America.
The Compañía Fundidora Monterrey marked generations of
Monterrey residents and not only
those who worked in the plant.
Names like Steel Boulevard,
Mining Space and Steel Lake are
all that are left of the park's industrial past. Aside from the 127
industrial pieces such as the
lathe, drills, saws that are now
displayed as sculptures instead
of pieces of machinery. The old

buildings and industrial structures have adapted to the ways
of the 21st century. Within the
park there are spaces for culture,
recreation and sports as well
green spaces, two five-star hotels and a youth hostel.
In the park's 281 acres there is
also the International Business
Centre, one of the most important buildings in Northern Mexico
and a promoter of national and
international trade; an exhibition
space of 10,000 m2 and a convention centre with a capacity of
2,500 people. There is also an
arts centre with a photo, art and
media gallery.
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Second World Conference
on Broadcast Meteorology
The First World Conference on Broadcast Meteorology in
Barcelona in June 2004 was a tremendous success. The
Second Conference, which will be held in Monterrey,
Mexico from November 26th to December 1st 2007, will
build on that success to provide a world-class experience
for our profession.
The Conference will be one element in a “themed” week
to be organised as an integral part of the Second Universal Forum of Cultures; there will be other major international meetings taking place through the week, involving
organisations like UNESCO and the IPCC. We will have
the opportunity to hear the leading world authorities on
some of the most critical issues facing the earth and its
inhabitants.

selection of those attending the conference; these scholarships to cover travel and accommodation costs. We will
be trying to keep conference fees at the same level as for
Barcelona (IABM members €350 / non-members €450)
but the budget will evolve as the costs become more
clear. We hope to be able to publish final pricing arrangements in UP FRONT later this year. There will be special
arrangements for group bookings, and just a nominal conference fee for students.
Building on Barcelona, the Second World Conference on
Broadcast Meteorology will be another seminal event in
the professional lives of those who attend. Put it in your
diary now!!
TIMELINE
April 06

Meeting IABM / WMO / Forum - Early
planning

June 06

Planning Committee

The Conference will follow the same structure as the Barcelona event. The first three days (Monday to Wednesday) will be given over to a training course in weather
broadcasting – this will be especially aimed at Spanishspeakers from central and south America and the Caribbean. The training workshop will be co-ordinated by Gerald Fleming and delivered by a team of active IABM
members.

Sept 06

IABM - Identify speakers and topics

Oct 06

Finalise IABM / Forum contract

Nov 06

Formal Announcement - Confirm speakers and topics

Jan 07

Open registration to IABM members Link on IABM website

The trainees will then join the attendance for the Conference proper over the following three days, Thursday to
Saturday. Each day of the Conference will feature four
distinguished invited speakers each morning, with an opportunity for questions at the end of each presentation.
The afternoons will hear two keynote speakers, followed
by a period of open debate on the topic of the day. An
initial outline of the topics will be as follows:

Feb 07

Open Registration – all

Apr 07

IABM / Forum - Programme complete

May 07

Close Scholarship registration - Scholarship decisions

Jun 07

Announcement at WMO Congress

Jul 07

Close Training registration

Day One – our changing and challenging climate
El Nino / IPCC report of 2007 / seasonal forecasting /
North Atlantic oscillation.

Aug 07

IABM - Collect and edit abstracts

Oct 07

Send out flight information etc

Nov 26-28

Training Course

Day Two – The technology of our business
Delivering the message / weather graphics technology /
the computer-generated “weatherman” / is this the end of
weather presentation as we know it?

Nov 29-Dec 1

Day Three – Our role in saving life and
property
The WMO goal of halving the deaths due to
disasters / the truth about weather extremes /
the Inter-American Development Bank working plan on natural disasters.
The conference language will be English.
Conference co-ordinator is Bill Giles; members are invited to send Bill their ideas, comments or suggestions for topics to be covered,
or speakers to be invited. Bill can be reached
through bill@billgiles.co.uk
As in Barcelona, the Forum organisation have
provided us with generous funding which will
enable us to offer scholarships to a broad

Conference
Gerald Fleming
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11th Annual General Meeting of the International
Association of Broadcast Meteorology
Minutes of the meeting held on Wednesday
3rd August 2005 at 1730 at the Omni Shoreham Hotel in Washington, DC, USA, during
the American Meteorological Society’s 34th
Conference on Broadcast Meteorology
In Attendance: Tomas Molina, Paul Gross, John
Teather, Bill Giles, Claire Martin, Keith Monahan,
Steve Swienckowski, Jay Trobec, Tom Hauf, Ed
Gross, Stephan Andrade, Harry Volkman, Jim
Jaggers, Dan Satterfield, Steve Jerve, Fred
Remer, T G Shuck, Jillene Wahl, John Collins,
Yoshimitsu Tezuka, Yoshikazu Idesako, John
Toohey Morales

1.

Apologies for absence, and notification of
postal votes.
Written Apologies were received from Dr
John Zillman, Daniel Corbett, Gemma
Puig, Ian Miller, Steve Quoa, Albert Berniol, Monica Lopez

2.

Minutes of the 10th Annual General Meeting held in Barcelona on Thursday 3rd
June 2004.
Adoption of the minutes were proposed
by Paul Gross, seconded by Dan
Satterfield and approved by the members.

3.

Any matters arising.
There were no matters arising.

4.

Report of the outgoing Chairman, Tomas
Molina.

We have read in the last edition of UP FRONT
that we have set the basis for the Accreditation
Scheme. We will focus in the will for continuous
development, run by National Meteorological
societies, and with the compromise to credit the
watches and warnings issued by the NWS. We
continue to make progress on this, and we already have been approached by several Met.
Societies from Africa and Europe.
During this year, we have begun to develop
more initiatives around the world.
In Europe we participate at the European Meteorological Society meeting in Nice and Claire
Martin and myself are members of the organizing committee of the Forum International de la
Méteo that will take place in October in Toulouse, where many of us will have the chance to
meet.
IABM CORPORATE MEMBERS
From the EMS event,
we co-opted Steve Quao
AccuWeather
to be part of the IABM committee as an African
Representative, that will allow us to be more
ask - Innovative Visualisactive in Africa from the inside, to provide trainierungslösungen
GmbH
ing and help
them to built capacities.
In Asia,
we have
got serious
from
CNN
(Cable
Newsapproaches
Network)
Hong Kong and Japan. I was invited to be member of the jury of the Japan Weather Festival. I
Meteorlogix
have to say that there
are a number of things to
learn on how the Japan people present de
weather information
on TV. There is a formal
MeteoMedia
proposal of cooperation with Meteorological
Business Support Center of Japan.

RTE (Radio Telefís Éireann)

First, I have to say that this has been my first
time in a chair of an international association,
and it has been a great experience. I have to
say that is has been, mainly, because of the
great committee we all at IABM have.
After the Barcelona Conference, I think our
association has become more mature and has
granted even more international respect. In this
year we have re-activated UP FRONT, thanks
to our editor John Teather. It has now more
color, more participation among the membership. It is now send to all Permanent Representatives of WMO (the directors of the National
Weather Services) this will help to built/strength
relationships between NWS and media in every
country.

As every year, we were present at the Executive
SAM
(Servicios
Council
of WMO;
I haveAudiovisuales
participated in thede
elaboration of the
Technical Note on SocioMeteorologia)
economical Impact of Climate information. Gerald Fleming is the new chair of Public Weather
The Weather
Co.
Services program,
and John and
Bill have been
doing some training for meteorologist from deWeather People Ltd
velopingThe
countries.
As you have seen in last edition of UP FRONT,
One of a video
we have begunWeather
with the elaboration
gallery of weather presentations from the whole
Services
world. Many WSI
of you(Weather
have sent their
videos. Keep
in mind that if you do
so,
you
will
have
International) a copy of
the gallery for a cost price.

The Association is grateful to these

We arecompanies
working veryfor
actively
the Second
their for
continuing

support

(Continued on page 6)
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World Conference on Broadcast Meteorology to
be held in Monterrey (Mexico) in 2007. Thins are
going OK in the preparation of this big event.
Make a hole in you agenda.
We are not as happier with the financial matters.
Gerald has done a great job with the little money
we have, but we need more income to fulfill all the
activities we are running nowadays. Please, make
sure to pay your membership dues.
For the future, we are quite excited. We have the
World Conference of Monterrey and the video
gallery that allow as to know better what’s happening around the world and know each other, we
are in conversation with the World Bank and others to seek for financial help, we want to develop
a regular training activity as an association, and
we will try to increase our membership.
Big challenge!
Our forecast is that we will achieve it!

5. Report of the outgoing Honorary Secretary,
Bill Giles.
The Honorary Secretary report on the two committee meetings held during the year. He then
read the following statement from the African
Representative on the committee:
Mr. Chairman,
I must say with all gratitude and sincerity that putting Africa on your Agenda for discussions is a
clear manifestation of the bond of fellowship that
we share as Meteorologists.
Mr chairman, I feel that, the time has come when
the IABM must excel where the world population
will have no choice than to listen to us. I hope
you will be guided by the shrewdness and intelligence of your mind to formulate pragmatic policies that will go a long way to help the Association. I know the challenge is great as you attempt
to deal with the many demands this situation creates, I have no doubt at all that you will be able to
do it. We in Ghana recall with pride the strides
made by the IABM.
Formation Of Regional Associations.
Mr Chairman, you will agree with me that, we have been
called to conscientise the minds of the world population
about the change in the weather and climate that has
devastated many countries.
A case in point is the recent Tsunami that hit the
Asian coast and also The Hurricane Denis, which
devastated the U.S.A. That is why I find the formation of regional Association relevant.
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With regards to the above, we in Africa would like
to say with pride and gratitude that 'Barcelona
2004' was a nice recipe and a wake-up call for
the birth of the Association of Africa Broadcast
Meteorologists
Mr. chairman I wish to also to take this opportunity to present the following proposals for considerations by the executive body.
Name Of The Association.
That the Association will be known and called
''The Association of Africa Broadcast Meteorologists''
Membership.
Membership of the Association will be open to all
interested meteorologists or journalists who
would like to be trained to become One.
Steering Committee.
A 7-member committee has been proposed. This
will comprise of both Anglophone and Francophone countries. I have talked to Aziz Diop of
Senegal about it. I am however yet to hear from
him.
Constitution.
The Association will adopt that of the IABM except where there is the need to alter few sentences to suit our region.
Registration.
Registration of members will start in earnest when
the house endorses the formation. We hope to
finish that by the end of this year and then I will
forward the list to your office.
Activities.
We would attempt to hold the first regional meeting in June next year.
Funding/ Sponsorship.
This will be mainly from the NGO'S and other
governmental organizations. The assistance of
the mother Associations will be sought from time
to time. That's why I personally hail the suggestion by Tomas to seek Assistance from the World
Bank is relevant. This will encourage full participation in programmes organized by the IABM.
Accreditation Scheme.
On the above subject, Mr. Chairman, I have
floated the idea awaiting responses from my colleagues. Sister Lucy from Zambia requested for a
direction. She is a new colleague. Mr. Fleming
has referred this issue to me. I have addressed

UP FRONT
her as such. Mr. Chairman, accreditation scheme
in Africa is a very big issue which has to be tackled diplomatically because most of the meteorologists in Africa are Civil Servants. Any of such
move will quickly be misconstrued. I will have to
discuss in detail with them to know what pertains
in each country.
Mr. Chairman, it is our expectation that at the end
of the deliberations, you will arrive at decisions
and policies that will push the Association forward. As I have told you already, I am currently
in New York but I can't come because of financial
constraints.
We wish you all successful deliberations.
Rev. Steve Nyarkotey Quao.
( Africa Representative ).
Following a discussion on the whole idea of regionalising the IABM, in particular Africa and
Asia, members decided that more time was
needed to ensure that this far reaching change to
the way in which the organisation was constituted
required more consideration. The committee
were requested to formulate an approach that
they could recommend to the AGM in 2006 for
adoption.
6. Treasurers Report
The outgoing Treasurer, Gerald Fleming presented the annual accounts.
Adoption of the financial report was proposed by
Steve Swienckowski and seconded by Ed Gross.

Page 7
7.Election of Directors and Officers
The following committee members were elected
following a proposal by Dan Satterfield and seconded by John Toohey Morales

8. Resolutions.
There were no resolutions.
9. Any other business.
Paul Gross expressed the thanks of the IABM to
the AMS for providing exhibition space and the
Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Vice-Chairman
Membership Secre-

Tomas Molina
John Teather
Gerald Fleming
Claire Martin
Inge Niedek

Publications Secre-

Bill Giles

Ordinary Directors

Dieter Walch, Paul

Non-Director Committee members

Gemma Puig, Tammy
Garrison, Stephen
Quoa, and Yoshikazu
Idesako

meeting room for the AGM without any charge.
Paul further suggested a scheme be investigated
where members could gain beneficial access to
the products available from the Storm Centre, in
particular from developing countries.
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This winter - getting warmer in North America?
The winter of 2005/06 was the warmest
winter ever recorded in Canada, with
temperatures almost 4°C above normal,
according to Environment Canada.
The greatest anomaly occurred over Saskatchewan, Alberta and the Northwest Territories,
where some areas reached as much as 8°C
above normal. During the winter months
(December through February) all areas of the
country were warmer than normal.
For more information and figures visit : http://
www.msc-smc.ec.gc.ca/ccrm/bulletin/
national_e.cfm
U.S. WINTER MUCH WARMER THAN
AVERAGE
The 2005-2006 Winter season was the fifth
warmest December-February period on record
for the contiguous United States, according to
scientists at the NOAA National Climatic Data
Centre in Asheville, N.C. During the same time,
drought conditions worsened in the Southwest and southern Plains, while the Northwest endured heavier-than-average
precipitation.
Based on preliminary data, the average temperature for the contiguous United States for December-February was 36.3
degrees F (2.4 C). This was 1.2 degrees F (0.7 C) above the 1895-2005 mean, making it the fifth warmest winter on record. A record warm January dominated the winter average, with December and February near average nationally. The
mean 2005-2006 winter temperature in 41 states was above- or much above average, with only seven states near average and none cooler than the long-term mean. The relatively warm winter led to below normal residential energy demand for the U.S., as measured by the nation's Residential Energy Demand Temperature Index. Using this index, NOAA
scientists determined that the nation's residential energy demand was approximately 11 percent less than what would
have occurred under average climate conditions for the season.

Wyoming Cloud Seeding Experiment Underway
A five-year, $8.8 million pilot
project to examine whether
seeding clouds with silver
iodide produces a measurable increase in snowfall over
Wyoming's Medicine Bow,
Sierra Madre, and Wind
River mountain ranges began
in January this year.

target areas, including
amounts and duration of
water vapour and liquid water in the clouds. Instruments
at selected sites are tracking
precipitation rates, common
meteorological variables,
background air quality, and
ecosystem characteristics.

Scientists from the National
Centre for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) and partner institutions are deploying
both airborne and groundbased instruments from January 16 to February 13 and
again from March 10 to 31 to
gather project data.

NCAR's partners in the
observations include the
University of Wyoming, the
South Dakota School of
Mines and Technology, the
Desert Research Institute,
and the U.S. Forest Service.

Microwave radiometers are
capturing variations in snowproducing clouds over the

Weather Modification, Inc., a
private company based in
Fargo, N.D., is seeding the
target area's snow clouds.
WMI is also providing a re-

search aircraft and several
in snow pack in the project's
ground-based instruments for targeted areas would provide
between 130,000 and
observations.
260,000 acre-feet of water in
Cloud seeding is big business. additional runoff each spring,
a WWDC report says. ConWestern states spend milservative estimates value the
lions each year seeding
extra water between $2.4
clouds with silver iodide to
and $4.9 million. These numincrease snow or rain, but
bers do not include values
studies to evaluate the
for generating more hydroemethod's effectiveness, at
lectric power, enhancing
least on a large scale, have
recreation and tourism, imbeen inconclusive. The
proving water quality, and
Wyoming Water Development Commission (WWDC) other environmental benefits.
At $6.60 to $13.00 per acrehas funded the Wyoming
foot, the technique would be
Weather Modification Pilot
Program to resolve whether a bargain; water from Wyocloud-seeding might provide ming's new High Savery Dam
runs $158.93 per acre-foot,
Wyoming users with a lowthe WWDC says.
cost source of fresh water.
Even a modest 10% increase
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View from the Chair - Tomas Molina
We are working on the program
of the conference and finding
suitable speakers, and with the
meteorological companies to
fulfill a professional exhibit, with
the last in technology available
for our TV weather purposes.

Tomas Molina - the Chairman of the
IABM

WE ARE ON THE GO
There is still a lot to be done, and several things to be agreed, but the Second World Conference on Broadcast
Meteorology is on the good way.
We are now deepening the talks with the
Universal Forum of Cultures Monterrey
2007 to totally feed on the global event
organization. As you know, the Forum
wants to be a new proposal to the world
to find a place to talk about common values and to find strategies to ensure a
more sustainable and fair world.
We are presenting to the World Meteorological Organization the overall program
and the Training Courses that were a
great succeed in Barcelona.

Chair” is the World Meteorological
Day, that this year has been devoted
to Preventing and mitigating the Natural Disasters. As always, Broadcast
Meteorologist has a very important
role to achieve this social need, and
the conference will give us the knowledge, tools, and criteria to better accomplish our job.

Let me say that I am very confident that you should keep a
space on agenda for the last
week of November 2007. We
have tried to skip the ratings
period of our colleagues in the
USA, the hurricane season, and
to be in the timetable of the Fo-

You can follow the next steps either at
our website www.iabm.org or at the
Monterrey Forum website
www.forummonterrey.org
I had a meeting last month with
Manuel Gameros, the Director of Dialogs, from Monterrey, we agreed that
we will bring the Forum visibility, outstanding conferences, and speakers,
and great debates.

rum.
The IABM committee is very excited
working together in all fields, but we
need your input as always.
As related to the program, at this moment, we have in mind climate, technology, and the important issue of
discussing about our role in saving
live and property as main topics for
each day of the conference.

We have learned from Barcelona, and
now in Mexico, that ideas and values,
need a place to develop for the fast
growing and changing 21st. century
society.
I may sound odd, but I truly believe
that we, Broadcast Meteorologist, can
help a lot to make a better world.

We want to have again a very participative conference, like the one we
had in Barcelona, or even better. We
want to have three big debates, one
for every afternoon, with keynote
speakers that open the floor. We will
try to bring some conclusions or a
little resume at the end of the debate.

In a little more than one year, hopefully, we will meet in Mexico. Lucky
us!

When I am writing this “View from the

Station Scientist

Broadcast meteorologists are often the The American Meteorological Society
(AMS), the USA’s professional organionly people in television newsrooms
zation for those in the atmospheric and
who have a background in science.
related sciences, is promoting the noThat makes them qualified not just to
tion of regarding broadcast meteorolodeliver the weather, but also to provide more science news to the viewing gists as the “station scientists,” and
equipping them to cover a broader
audience.

Warm Winter

BEIJING, March 5 - Winter temperatures in some parts of West China’s
Qinghai and Tibet jumped significantly
from December in 2005 to February
this year, said China Meteorological
Administration (CMA).
Winter temperatures in some parts of

Qinghai and Tibet were four to five
degrees Celsius higher than normal
average temperatures for the December to February period.

range of science topics for their station, in addition to tomorrow’s
weather. This would include environmental and space issues, weather and
climate impacts on public health, transportation, agriculture, energy use, and
other topics.

peratures there were up between one
and four degrees Celsius.

Wang Bangzhong, deputy director of
the CMA’s weather forecast and disasThe CMA reports that temperatures
ter relief department, said across the
also rose sharply in a wider region that country the average temperature rose
takes in Qinghai, Tibet, Western Si0.5 degree for the same time period.
chuan and most parts of Yunnan. Tem-
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Training in Geneva - at last!
Bill Giles Reports
I have been training broadcast
meteorologists for at least the
last twenty years, but it only in
the last few months that a
course took place at the World
Meteorological Organisation
(WMO) headquarters in Geneva.
Many years ago potential weather
broadcasters attended courses at the
BBC Weather Centre in London and
subsequently I went to do the training
at the Met. Office headquarters in Nairobi, Kenya on behalf of the UK Met
Office. John Teather, lately Editor of
the BBC Weather Centre and I went to
Singapore and Fiji under the auspices
of WMO to further the training of potential broadcasters in southeast Asian and
the southwest Pacific. It
has been very difficult for
those in charge of training
at WMO to secure the
funds to offer these instructional course but, against
all the odds, many other
courses and seminars have
been organised and conducted by WMO.
About ten years ago I was
invited to give a lecture at
WMO in Geneva on World
Met Day and took as my
theme “The need to raise
the awareness of the Permanent Representatives at
WMO to broadcasting the weather
story.” It was well received but nothing
happened until The International Association of Broadcast Meteorology
(IABM) obtained observer status at
WMO and participated in the debates
at Executive Council.
IABM has been fighting the case to
improve the standards of weather
broadcasts throughout the world and to
ensure that all the member states at
WMO recognise the need to deliver the
weather message in a timely and effective way. “It is no use anyone doing the
best weather forecast in the history of
the universe if that weather message is
not communicated in such a way that
people understand it and thereby act
on it.”
Thanks to the encouragement of the
Secretary-General of WMO, M. Michel

Jarraud, his Directors and Chiefs, in
particular Haleh Kootval and Carine
Van Maele - a course was arranged to
take place in Geneva during February
2006. The WMO has a studio in the
basement and this seemed an idea
opportunity to use it and set in motion a
series of courses showing WMO leading the way in training broadcast meteorologists from all countries of the
world. However, on looking over the
studio we discovered that it was little
more than a shell and although there
was a camera and lights there was no
means of mixing the pictures and,
worst of all, no graphics system to produce even the simplest weather map.

After much searching John Teather
managed to persuade Met Éireann to
part with a graphics system that they
kindly installed and I found an analogue mixer that we could loan from a
company in Geneva.
The two of us arrived in Geneva on the
Sunday before the course started together with Bernie Newnham a former
senior producer with the BBC because
as part of the course we had agreed to
make a DVD to enable experienced
broadcasters train their less experienced staff.
Very little worked in the studio so
Bernie and John spent all day Sunday
wiring and re-wiring the studio and
eventually managed to get graphics
onto the screen and through the mixer,
so the training was on.
Monday arrived and instead of thirteen

experienced broadcasters we had originally expected eight people arrived and
only two had any experience of
weather broadcasting and only one of
them was a meteorologist. The others,
who came from diverse areas as Costa
Rica to Jamaica to Georgia through
South Africa to Malaysia, were either
young forecasters or journalists. This
would be a challenge but I was sure we
would all be up to it.
We structured the course as we had
always done by starting everybody off
on a one-minute test to camera. This
enables us to decide whether people
are capable of telling a coherent story,
on any subject, which has a beginning,
middle and an end in exactly one minute and it
also “breaks the ice” with
the course candidates
while watching it all back.
Because the studio took a
great deal of sorting even
to just get simple graphics
on screen we decided in
the first day or so to concentrate on the radio
which, incidentally, is often
the medium that the junior
forecasters start on. Most
people start by writing a
script but fail to realise that
the written word, in any
language, differs quite
considerably to the spoken
one so the course were
persuaded to try to deliver the forecast
from just notes do that their normal
conversational voice and language
would prevail rather than sounding as
though they were reading from a script.
But before anyone, even the most experienced forecaster, can do a successful weather broadcast they must
know the weather story and to this end
first thing every morning Meteo Suisse
gave us a very comprehensive briefing.
This was followed by a discussion on
what was the story of the day, in fact
what the viewer or listener expected to
get out of the broadcast. This is an
extremely important part of any broadcasting course since it is at this point
that the meteorological language of the
briefing is turned into language that
ordinary people would use and understand.
(Continued on page 12)
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(Continued from page 11)

In our opinion there are ten points
that need to be addressed to produce good broadcast meteorologists and the process needs to start
long before anyone even joins the
National Met. Service.
1. Initial candidate selection
Ensuring that new entrants not only
have good scientific skills, but also
have presentational and communication skills.
Composition of selection panel must
include someone who can judge
broadcasting potential.
Meteorology demands a high degree
in mathematics whilst broadcasting
requires communication skills so the
two disciplines do not necessarily mix
well it is, therefore, imperative that recruiting panel are
fully aware that the meteorologists must also have the
potential to be good communicators.
2. Broadcasting Auditions
Broadcasting auditions
should only be given to
those that have shown their
competence in weather
forecasting. There is no
need for the journalist
broadcaster to have the
detailed knowledge of the
subject that would be expected of a forecaster, but
they must understand the rudiments of
meteorology and be keen to learn.
During the audition the presenter has
to be suitably dressed and appear
friendly. After all they are being invited
into the viewer’s home so a smile at
the beginning and the end is essential.
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for the whole time. It also shows
whether they can ‘think on their feet’
because as the time rushes by they
may need to alter their story so that
they finish exactly on the second with
no room for over or under running.
During this exercise if the broadcaster
finishes early the camera should be
kept on them until the full minute is up
and if they over run the camera should
be switched off on the exact minute.
This is wholly important since many
television stations use the weather as
a buffer between programmes and run
the VT lead in for the following programme before the weather forecast
has ended.

it is likely to change.

5 Editorialising the Weather Story
After the briefing the Course Instructors should chair a discussion on what
is the main message to get across in
the broadcast; what is the story of the
day? What questions do the listeners
and viewers want answers to? So prioritising the broadcast is essential.
You will need to get the main message
across very early in the broadcast and,
indeed, mention it several times. Think
how best you can tell the story; what is
most relevant and what graphics could
you use to get that message across.
Remember you do not have to use the
maps in the same order everyday-that
can be boring! If the main story of the
4. Briefing and Story of the Day
day is a change in the weather in four
To enable the broadcaster to tell the
weather story on television or radio it is days time why not lead with a weather
essential for them to fully understand
map for four days ahead?
The broadcaster must be in
tune with local and national
events so that if there is an
important sporting or agricultural event a detailed forecast
for it is included. And don’t
forget what time of the week it
is because the audience will
be thinking about their leisure
weekend on a Friday and the
working week on Sunday. All
this will draw you closer to
your audience and make them
believe you are in touch and
know what’s going on.

You must be completely up to
date with climatological events
the weather forecast. On every prethat affect your region or country such
senter training course there must be a as the effects of El Nino, prolonged
full and detailed meteorological briefdroughts, floods and tropical storms.
ing. The duty forecaster from the local And remember the language to use-no
Met. Office will give a technical briefing scientific words without explanations
about the forthcoming weather, not just and definitely no jargon; you must only
for that day but also for at least three
use the language that ordinary people
or four days ahead. It should be com- would use when talking amongst themprehensive, using satellite pictures,
selves. Otherwise if you talk in a
model data as well as upper air analy- pseudo scientific language you will
3. One Minute Studio Test
ses if that is what is required to tell the frighten most of your listeners and
This is the first chance in the course
views away. You are there as a comthat the instructors have to assess the full story. They must emphasise the
municator so you have to connect with
potential of the students for broadcast- main story of the day and answer the
questions that the listeners and viewall of your audience.
ing.
This is also a useful test for the estab- ers would have uppermost in their
thoughts. Such questions as when was 6. Making the Graphics
lished broadcaster to see if they can
Once you have got a good grasp of the
tell a coherent story, on any subject of the current hot dry spell going to end,
weather forecast and planned in your
their choice, in EXACTLY one minute. or when were the annual rains due to
arrive. Differences from average are
mind the way that you will tell the
As in all stories it needs careful constory, and only then, should you construction with a beginning a middle and also very useful to debate and are
sider what graphics to use.
an end. The way that the broadcaster included in the broadcast, if relevant.
approaches this, often with little or no
At the end of the briefing the course
Keep it simple as it is no use showing
notice, gives the producer a great inwill ask searching questions to make
so many, or very complicated, maps
sight into whether the candidate is
absolutely sure that they have a firm
that will turn the viewer off. You may
capable of telling an interesting story
(Continued on page 13)
that holds the attention of the audience grasp of the weather situation and how
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the new broadcaster is going into the
studio. It is an alien environment,
which seems chaotic and staffed by
people who are very laid back. But you
have to be wary of this since if something goes wrong during a broadcast it
is you that is made to look rather foolSo in essence, keep it simple remem- ish, not the director or cameraman, so
bering that audience can only absorb a there are a few simple rules that you
need to apply to reduce the risk to
few relevant facts at a time. Consider
yourself.
using charts that show a developing
situation and almost invariably have a
Firstly you must become completely
summary chart at the end.
familiar with the studio and everything
and everybody in it.
7. Rehearsing
Rehearsing is all important and you
must try and do this, with the graphics Whist rehearsing, or before a broadcast, make absolutely sure that the
if possible, in the studio. If this is imcamera is the correct distance away
possible rehearse in the office but in
any event you must rehearse out loud. from you and that you can see the
prompt monitor which is correctly posiIt is no use whatsoever in mumbling
tioned. You have, at times, to be quite
the forecast to yourself at the back of
forceful and take a strong attitude with
the room and you will find it perfectly
the television staff to make sure that
acceptable for weather presenters to
you are totally comfortable and that all
talk out aloud to themselves.
the aids to your broadcast are in place.
In the early years you can practise the
Make sure you know, and the floor
rehearsal procedure at home looking
into a mirror even though this will nor- manager knows, how you will be cued
mally be to the delight of the rest of the in and out of the broadcast and how
the timings will be communicated to
family, but they will bask in reflected
you. In essence do not broadcast until
glory as you become more proficient
and accepted by the television viewers. you are happy with the weather story
and the logistics of the studio and don’t
You must get the timing of the broadforget to smile at the beginning, during
cast correct during your rehearsal
Consider using a summary chart at the since it is totally unacceptable to over
and at the end of the broadcast.
end of the broadcast not only to leave run and, even if not an embarrassment
the viewers with a knowledge of your
to the television company, it is com9. Radio Scripts
main message but it also helps you to pletely unprofessional. If possible do
A written language is often quite differmake sure you finish exactly on time
ent to the spoken word, so you have to
not accept an open ended broadcast
since you can show it for twenty or
be very careful when writing a radio
because what generally happens is
thirty seconds if you wish but do make that the presenter keeps mumbling on script to make sure that it doesn’t
sure that it is on screen for at least ten and on and becomes very boring but
sound as though you are reading it. If
seconds, and this also applies to all
do remember to have a couple of extra you do it will always be boring and
other graphics that you use.
maps at the end of your broadcast just sound monotonous and turn the listeners off what you are saying.
in case they ask for a longer time at
As well as the graphics you will also
the last minute.
need to consider your opening reYou should try, right from the beginmarks; these are most important bening, to broadcast from notes or bullet
During the broadcast each map must
cause surveys have shown that if you
points only. In this way you are telling
be on the screen long enough for the
do not engage the viewer in the first
average viewer to absorb the message the listener a story in an interesting
five seconds of your broadcast you are you are trying to get across.
way using the everyday use of lanunlikely to retain their interest during
At the end of the rehearsal you should guage.
the rest.
be confident of the weather story, the
graphics you are using to tell it, and the Never, ever, use jargon or scientific
Finally think about the story you are
time you have been allotted.
phrases on their own such as occluded
telling because, like all good stories, it
fronts or ITCZ, and even when describmust have a beginning, middle and an 8. Make the Studio Work for You
ing the synoptic or streamline charts
end. The end remarks are as important One of the most daunting aspects for
always tie a meteorological phrase to
as the opening ones and so often the
(Continued on page 14)
(Continued from page 12)

think by doing the latter you will show
what a clever scientist you are, in fact
all you will be doing it alienating your
audience.
Before even starting to draw your
graphics it is advisable, using a separate piece of paper, to plan what maps
you need and in what order you will
show them. Remember you must link
one graphic to the next in a logical
sequence and not just have individual
maps that have no bearing on what
comes before or after. You need to
consider, when using symbols charts,
whether you should build them up
rather that putting everything on one
map right away. The big advantage of
building up a symbol chart is that by
putting on a small area at a time you
can ensure the viewer is following your
every move and watching the area that
you are talking about whereas if the
map is full of symbols at the outset
their eyes and thoughts can wander all
over the place; they get distracted and
do not listen to what you are saying. In
fact this is one of the biggest criticisms
of any television weather broadcast
that the viewer doesn’t remember what
you have said, so you need to keep
them interested at all times, and building up a map is one of the ways to do
it.

presenter by just falling off the end with
a mumbled goodbye can ruin what was
otherwise a good broadcast. And remember, you are being invited into the
viewer’s home so you must be presentable and not abuse their trust.

The IABM only survives through the funds raised by
subscriptions. Have you paid yours? You can do it on-line
through our website at www.iabm.org
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the likely weather. For example you
can talk about high pressure but tie it
in with a phrase like the high pressure
that is bringing us all this dry and
sunny weather.
Most meteorologists are trained in
aviation meteorology where the language used to describe the weather
can be quite different to the language
used when talking about the weather
to the general public. For instance in
aviation terms we have one hundred
different types of present weather
ranging from literally nothing to a severe thunderstorm with hail, but in the
former there is no such things as sunshine. To aviators sunshine is meaningless since they are only concerned
about the cloud base and visibility and
if both of these are above certain limits
then as far as they are concerned
there is no weather. And in aviation
meteorology if it isn’t any precipitation
then the weather is described as fine,
which can mean a cloudy day or a
completely sunny one.
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10. Constant Review
One of the more difficult aspects of
broadcasting is self-criticism. Sure you
will get criticised by some senior members of your Met. Department for not
using scientific terms, but you have to
cope with that and not move back to
using more jargonistic phrases. You
need to get all your broadcasts recorded so that you, together with a
director at the radio or television company, can analyse and learn from it.
You may find that you tend to use certain phrases time and time again that
may irritate your audience, and by selfanalysis this can be remedied very
quickly. But if you have a bad broadcast, and we all do from time to time,
be pragmatic and don’t dwell on it but
learn from it and move on.

Continuing professional development
is an absolute must. Do not believe
because you have been on air a number of months or years that you have
nothing to learn. You can easily fall
into bad habits that may not be necessarily obvious to you but may be so to
other broadcasters and especially
So fine weather has no relevance in
broadcast meteorology. To the general trainers, so a refresher course at least
public it is either sunny or not and you every two years is a must.
must be careful about using the phrase
partly cloudy or partly sunny; instead
Finally every opportunity you have to
why not talk about spells of sunshine
attend broadcast meteorology conferor cloudier periods through the day.
ences where you will learn and improve your skills in a constantly chang-

ing industry, but above all enjoy broadcasting and remember to smile and be
friendly.
The course progressed well through
the week with all the students working
well and those that were very shy and
introspective on the first day soon
learned to not be at all self conscious
and to project themselves to give very
competent broadcasts.
Friday arrived all too soon but the improvement by all the students was
shown by their final television broadcasts, a sample of which was shown to
the Secretary-General who was gracious enough to tell the course that he,
and the whole of WMO, value the work
that they do and wished them well
before presenting them with a certificate.
So the first course on broadcast meteorology in the WMO studio ended and
one can only hope that this was not a
one off and that the studio is fully furnished to enable potential broadcast
meteorologists from all parts of the
globe to be trained in this essential
part of meteorology.
© Bill Giles & John Teather of the
Weather People Ltd.
www.weatherpeople.com
bill@weatherpeople.com
john@weatherpeople.com

IABM WEATHER VIDEO GALLERY

We need to know what’s is happening around the world on the weather TV presentations. If you contribute with your
weather program, we will give you access to the whole video gallery for a cost only price, we will only charge the production
costs.
Please contact or send your videos to: Imagina Centre Audiovisual, TVC Netmedia, IABM weather video gallery, Carrer Gaspar Fabregas 81 2a. 08950 Esplugues del Llobregat, Spain
To the attention of Carlos Boque, with contact information, specially telephone number and e-mail
Here is the list of what we have at the moment:
France 2
France
M6
France
ZDF
Germany
Channel 10
Israel
ETB
Bask country
KHWB
Houston (USA)
RTE
Ireland
TV Russia
Russia
BBC
United Kingdom
RAI
Italy
TV3
Catalonia
We all wait for your videos! Send it to us now!
(Please note that successful candidates for scholarships to attend Monterrey 2007, will need to have submitted a
video by the application date in January 2007)
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Annual
Meeting EMS,
Ljubljana,
4-8 September
2006
One EMS-Media Award (EMS_MA), €300.
The Award winner will be selected jointly by the
EMS Media Committee and the EMS Awards Committee.
Who is eligible to receive an EMS_MA?
Broadcast Meteorologists from countries which are
EMS Members or Co-Sponsors are entitled to receive an Award. For a list of countries please consult the EMS Web Site www.emetsoc.org/
ems_members.html.

Who can recommend a candidate for the
Award?
The candidate is free to propose her/himself. Alternatively, the following bodies may recommend candidates: (i) each EMS Member or Associate Member - up to two candidates may be proposed; (ii) the
Scientific Committee of the conference - proposing
an arbitrary number of candidates.
Where should the proposals be submitted?
The EMS Executive Secretary (ems-sec@met.fuberlin.de) should receive the proposals.
What is the deadline for the proposals?
The Award winner is determined before the actual
conference begins. Proposals should be arriving no
later than six weeks prior to its start.

How will the Award be presented?
The Award including the cheque and the certificate
will be presented to the recipient during the conference. Moreover, the recipient will receive by mail a
What documentation is requested?
letter of congratulations, a request for report on the
In order to qualify for an EMS_MA (i) a short curricu- usefulness of the award, and a disclaimer of any
lum vitae and (ii) a document, stating that a presen- liability whatsoever arising out of acceptance of the
tation had been accepted at that conference is reaward. Further details are given on the web page
quired.
www.emetsoc.org/ems_awards.html

Two EMS FORUM Awards, Media Trophies
3ème Forum International de la Météorologie 2006 (FIM)
1. The EMS FORUM Awards (Media Trophies) are jointly
announced by EMS and the FIM (Forum International
Méteo) organizers. One Award will be presented to a
European, a second Award to a non-European applicant.
2. The Awards will be given for outstanding contributions
in the field of Broadcast (TV and radio) Meteorology presented at that conference. Contributions which receive
awards will serve as examples of best practice and may
be used afterwards as examples during workshops.
3. Participants are expected to provide a video or audio
clip on DVD which incorporates, with the forecast presentation, a description of approaches taken and the techniques used in its preparation. The maximum duration of
video clip is 4 minutes. It is a condition of entry that the
forecast presentation was actually broadcast. The recommended length of descriptive text to accompany the video
or audio clip is between a half and one page.
4. Video or audio clips and related descriptive text should
be submitted to the organizers of the FIM before 15 Au-

gust 2006.
5. The presentation should be in native language, when
this is not English a translation should be added or subtitles included.
6. The Awards will comprise a certificate and a trophy.
7. The jury will meet during the EMS Annual Meeting in
September to decide which contribution should be
awarded.
8. The jury should involve representatives of FIM, Societé
Météorologique de France (SMF), EMS, WMO, and IABM
(International Association of Broadcast Meteorology).
9. The jury will prepare the proposal and will take care to
select the appropriate trophies.
10. FIM will take care of technical details and legal issues
concerning intellectual property and copyrights.
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Latin American Weather Proverbs
LATIN AMERICAN
WEATHER
PROVERBS
REFRANES METEOROLOGICOS
LATINOAMERICANOS
High or Low temperatures in
April it is Easter.
Altas ó Bajas por abril son Pascuas.

agua primaveral.
When the thrushes is taking a
wash, water is coming.
Cuando los tordos se bañan,
agua viene.

Viento del Este, lluvia como
peste
A rainbow to weather-side, the
day arrives bad.
Un arco iris a barlovento, mal se
presenta el día.

In June, the fly leaves the bullock and it goes to the ass.
A rainbow to Leeward, the huEn junio deja la mosca al buey y midity will go.
se va para el burro.
Un arco iris a sotavento, se marchará la humedad.
Foggy mornings, tour during
afternoons.
Mañanas de niebla, tarde de
paseos.

Rainbow during afternoon, it is a Windy March and Rainy April,
May becomes flowery and beausignal of too much air.
tiful.
Marzo ventoso y abril lluvioso
saca a ayo florido y hermoso.
Night with stars, sunny day.
Noche estrellada, día soleado.
Sun in the window, water (rain)
tomorrow.
Sol en ventana, agua (lluvia)
mañana.
To bad weather, good face.
Al mal tiempo, buena cara.
Dolphins that jumping a lot, they
bring the wind and they fright
the calm.
Delfines que mucho saltan, viento traen y calma espantan.
Arco iris por la tarde, señal de
mucho aire.
When the frog is moving along,
spring time water.
Cuando el sapo le ves andar,

When I hear braying an ass, we
will have rain today.
Oigo a los burros rebuznar,
hooy tendremos lluvia.
East wind, rain like a pest.

Moon with halo, the morning will
be wet or bad.
Luna con halo, mañana húmeda
o mala.
Jaquelina Michienzi, Meteorologist-Correspondent
Se hace camino al andar
www.sehacecaminoalandar.com
.ar
Portal Miami
www.portalmiami.com

The Editor would like to hear from members who have
their own proverbs or weather sayings.
Email: secretary@iabm.org
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The Bill Giles Report
Press Release
or not?

lease last November.
The Met. Office predicted, using a
variety of sources including dynamic
and statistical models, together the
North Atlantic Oscillation, that the
winter of 2005/06 would be colder
than average and, since the United
Kingdom has had very mild winters
in recent years, it could be the coldest for a decade.

I should add that using the North
Atlantic Oscillation by looking at the
surface sea temperatures over the
Journalists, just like meteoroloAtlantic in May is quite a good indigists, love extremes and will go
cator of the likely forthcoming winter
to any lengths to manufacture or
weather over northern Europe, almanipulate a record.
though even this is only 65% accurate. Nevertheless I feel that the UK
Every year, when the first snow falls
Met Office predicted the very cold
in November or early December, the The National press got hold of this
winter over Europe well, and it was
newspapers are alive with the fact
story and had a field day. Headlines just a piece of bad luck that this
that we could be in for a white
exceptionally cold and snowy
that we were all in for the coldest
Christmas, or in the summer we
winter on record weather didn’t quite spread far
enough westwards.
with dramatic
pictures of snow
scenes from the So what lessons should be learned
1962/63 winter
from this prediction? Well, as I see
were published, it, the North Atlantic Oscillation
and some even gives a good indication of the likely
went as far back wind regime, and thus the temperaas the winter of tures, for the coming winter, but
1947.
putting the details on the forecast
After the event
can be fraught with danger. If, as it
the figures of
was in this case, there was a good
the mean temchance of a cold winter perhaps
perature for the only the Emergency Services
three winter
should have been alerted and given
months of Deconfidence levels of the forecast
cember, Januwhich should then be monitored and
ary and Februupdated using the more dynamic
ary show that for both Scotland and and statistical method. I think that
would smash the United Kingdom
much more caution should have be
temperature record and soar to over Northern Ireland it was very much
shown in even considering a press
100 degrees Fahrenheit. In fact, it’s on the mild side with the temperature some 0.5C
very interesting over here in this
above the 1971
little offshore island of Europe how
the newspapers describe tempera- -2000 averages
tures. In the winter the temperature and in Scotland
1.6C above the
is reported in degrees Celsius
coldest winter in
whereas in the summertime they
the last decade
revert to Fahrenheit. I suppose
there is some logic in that reporting 1995/96.
a story of hot weather it doesn’t
Over England
seem quite right to say how the
temperatures peaked at 30 degrees and Wales the
Celsius rather that the temperature overall mean
temperature
soared to nearly 90 degrees Fahrwas very close
enheit.
to the 1961-90
averages and
So extremes are the name of the
release because, although the UK
game, but any meteorologist dealing some 0.3 below the most recent
with the press has to be very careful ones of 1971-2000 but it was signifi- Met Office nearly got this one spot
cantly milder than the corresponding on, the media promoted it out of all
in the way that they package the
proportion so that most of the popuwinter of 1995/96.
weather story, or press release,
lation of the United Kingdom were
because any journalist worth their
Most of our winter snowfall fell in the expecting a near ice age with roads
salt will put a spin on it or maybe
second month of 2006 making it the and railways in chaos.
embellish it so much as to give a
totally different meaning to the infor- coldest February over England and
Wales in the last ten years, but even Bill Giles O.B.E.
mation. Take, for instance, the
bill@billgiles.co.uk
press release issued by the UK Met so the winter, as a whole, was not
far off the 1971-2000 averages, and
Office last November about the
certainly didn’t warrant a press reforthcoming winter.
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FIFA World Cup Germany 2006
A view by Inge Niedek and Dieter Walch of ZDF TV
The countdown to the FIFA World
Cup in Germany has started and on
June 9th, 2006 the waiting will finally be over. For four weeks, millions of spectators from around the
world will enjoy the games in twelve
cities on television and live.

is it raining only at 14 days; but at that
time in Munich the precipitation rate is
125 mm, in Hamburg only 75 mm.

to be prepared
for the “German”
weather variety.

There can be one
problem for the
teams playing in
Munich and that is the “Föhn”. By
south-westerly airflow with rain on the
southern side of the Alps and wind
speed more than 30 knots over the
Alps, the “Föhn” effect can raise the
temperature on the north-side for 10°C
above the surrounding. In this weather
But the weather is never only hot and
dry because our geographical position pattern a lot of inhabitants complain
is in the mid-latitudes and is influenced about headaches, drowsiness or conby southern very warm and humid, by centration problems, but these symptoms are also very much determined
eastern more dry, by western very
humid, and by northern more cool and by the personal mood and health condition and should not be overestimated
dry air masses. Statistically the west1. Hamburg 2. Hanover (Hannover)
for healthy persons.
ern air masses prevail, so that our
3. Berlin 4. Gelsenkirchen 5. Dortweather is changeable, and has the
mund 6. Leipzig 7. Cologne (Köln)
whole variety of sun, rain and thunder- People with heart and circulatory prob8. Frankfurt 9. Kaiserslautern
lems should have their medicine prestorms.
10. Nuremberg (Nürnberg)
pared and in severe cases should con11. Stuttgart 12. Munich (München)
sult a physician.
For the teams there will be no problems with temperature and humidity.
Light food as salads, fresh fruits,
The normal temperature in June and
These 12 cities will be involved from
juices and mineral water will help you
July is 20°C to 24°C in the afternoon
the North- and the Baltic sea to the
and 10°C to 14°C during the night. The to stay in good shape for the games
Alps, every of the 12 world cup cities
and the surrounding weather and culrelative humidity will be between 67has beautiful landscapes, tourist attrac- 69% in the south and east and beture.
tions and culinary delights, you are
tween 72-75% in the west and north. It
invited to stay longer and enjoy also
would be wise to bring an umbrella, a
the side-attractions!
light woollen sweater and a wind-jacket
Germany is a small country with
only 350.000 km² but with 82
million people, they fill the country very well. Countryside,
weather and climate is quite
different.
In the North the climate is influenced by the North and the Baltic sea, quite often a strong
coastal wind is blowing, also in
summer, but that keeps the air
fresh and clean.
In the South the Alps are dominating the weather. And we have
a difference in climate between
the western and the eastern
parts of Germany. While the
western part is influenced by
maritime air masses, bringing a
lot of humid weather, the eastern
part has more continental and
dryer weather situations.
While in Hamburg rain is falling
at 23 days per month, in Munich

In June the climate is very pleasant,
although the month of June, July and
August belong to the hottest months in
Germany. Astronomically the summer
starts on the 21st of June, when the
sun reaches with 65° in Munich and
60° in Hamburg its highest elevation
on the southern horizon.
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3eme Forum International de la Meteo
Société Météorologique de France and the Forum International de la Meteo are pleased to announce that the 3rd
International Weather Forum (IWF 2006) will be held in
Corsica, in Ajaccio (France), from October 13 to 16,
2006.
Participants are expected to arrive from the 12th October, as they will have the honour of being invited to a welcome party hosted at 7.30pm by M. Simon Renucci, Mayor
of Ajaccio.
During the Forum, in addition to the debates and workshops, participants will have the opportunity to enjoy
sightseeing trips around some beautiful spots, part of the
natural heritage of Corsica. The provisional program of
the Forum will be made available as soon as possible.

Furthermore, this year, the European Meteorological Society (EMS) will give two awards:
- The award for the best European presenter
- The award for the best non-European presenter
If you wish to compete, you will just have to send a broadcast clip to the organisers. Full details about participation
will be made available shortly; keep an eye on the following web site which will be updated through April/May:
www.smf.asso.fr/fim.html
Further information is available from
M Christian Vannier at christian.vannier@meteo.fr or
Ms Morgane Daudier at morgane.daudier@meteo.fr
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Chairman
Tomas Molina

Vice Chairman
Claire Martin

Secretary
John Teather

Treasurer
Gerald Fleming

Publications
Bill Giles OBE

Ordinary Member
Gemma Puig

Membership
Inge Niedek

Ordinary Director
Paul Gross

Ordinary Director
Dieter Walsh

Ordinary Member - Tammy
Garrison

SAM (Servicios
Audiovisuales de
Meteorologia)
The Weather Co.
The Weather People
Ltd
Weather One
WSI (Weather
Services International)

These are the current committee
members of the Association who were
elected at the Annual General Meeting.

The Association is
grateful to these
companies for their
continuing support
African
Representative
Stephen Quoa

Asia
Representative
Yoshikazu

Idesako

The IABM is an organisation that is run by
volunteers who give their time freely to
advance the profession of Broadcast
Meteorology.

